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Grey Ghost Bunny Variant 

Damian Wilmot, past president of the Brule River Sportsmen’s Club – Superior, WI  
 
The classic grey ghost streamer was first tied by Carrie Stevens of Madison, Maine in 1924 to 
imitate smelt. The variant is a classic eastern brook trout fly with a little more “swim” than the 
traditional pattern. It’s one of my favorite flies to search with on cloudy days, particularly on 
waters that I know hold some larger fish. Brown trout won’t shy away from this pattern either. 

This pattern can be weighted with lead substitute wire or even tied with a cone head, though if 
you need to get it down a little deeper, I prefer to fish it on a sink tip, as I believe it swims 
better unweighted.  
 

 

Recipe 

1. Hook: sizes 4 – 6 in a 4XL. 
2. Thread: Black Veevus 140 or any stronger thread for larger flies. 
3. Tag: Start thread behind the hook eye and wrap the shank to before the hook point (If 

weighting: tie weight in behind hook eye and try to maintain a nice taper with the thickest 
forward of the half way point towards the eye.). Return the thread to one-fourth inch behind 
hook eye. Add medium or large oval silver tinsel (flat silver wire works well also) long enough 
for the tag and a rib. Secure it to the shank wrapping thread over the tinsel into the bend of 
the hook. Return thread to forward of the hook point. Wrap the silver tinsel to forward of the 
hook point and tie off. Leave the remaining tinsel for the rib. Return the thread to behind the 
hook eye. 

4. Tail: Tie a small clump of orange marabou that extends about one inch past the bend. End 
the thread before the silver tag. Return the thread to behind the hook eye. 

5. Tie a length of medium orange chenille and over wrap on the shank to the silver tag. Return 
the thread to just behind the hook eye. 

6. Body: Wrap the orange chenille forward to just behind the hook eye, try to have a slight 
taper that is thickest in front half of the body. 



7. Wing: Grey rabbit strip or chinchilla (A silver sharpie on white rabbit strip makes a good 
substitute). The hide will end at the tag. A little long is okay. Tie the wing in one-fourth inch 
behind the hook eye. 

8. Rib. While holding the wing to the top of the body, use the silver rib to Matuka-style the wing 
to the top of body. Four or 5 wide turns will work nicely. 

9. Over wing: add a few strands of peacock herl. 
10. Hackle: Use a silver pheasant feather that has about 1 inch length barbs at the butt end. Tie 

in the butt at the point of the wing tie in. Wrap the thread forward to the eye, wrap about 3-
4 turns of the silver pheasant to the hook eye. Use progressively tight wraps with the thread 
and your fingers get the silver pheasant to angle rearward. 

11. Eye: Jungle cock. Add a jungle cock eye to each side of the shank. Whip finish and add a good 
head cement that soaks into the thread. 

Damian is a renowned Brule River guide and operates the Fly By Night Guide Service. 


